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Abstract. We explore the relationship between official rankings of pro-
fessional tennis players and rankings computed using a variant of the
PageRank algorithm as proposed by Radicchi in 2011. We show Radic-
chi’s equations follow a natural interpretation of the PageRank algorithm
and present up-to-date comparisons of official rankings with PageRank-
based rankings for both the Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP)
and Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) tours. For top-ranked players
these two rankings are broadly in line; however, there is wide variation
in the tail which leads us to question the degree to which the official
ranking mechanism reflects true player ability. For a 390-day sample of
recent tennis matches, PageRank-based rankings are found to be better
predictors of match outcome than the official rankings.

1 Introduction

The rankings of the world’s top tennis players are the subject of much global
popular interest. Indeed, a number one ranking can bring with it a great deal
of prestige and celebrity, as evidenced by Association of Tennis Professionals
(ATP) player Novak Djokovic’s recent appearance in Time magazine’s 2012 list
of the Top 100 most influential people in the world1. Rankings can also cause
a great deal of controversy, as evidenced by the recent debate over Women’s
Tennis Association (WTA) player Caroline Wozniacki’s ranking. Wozniacki held
the number one position in the WTA rankings for 67 weeks leading up to 23
January 2012, despite her failure to win a Grand Slam tournament. This led
former Wimbledon champion Martina Navratilova to observe in early 2012: “If
we still had the same ranking system we were using six years ago... Kvitova
would have ended up number one... [Wozniacki]’s number one because that’s
how they set up the computer ranking... It weighs too much on quantity and not

enough on quality... Caroline doesn’t need to explain why she was number one,
it’s the WTA that needs to explain that.”2

1 See http://www.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,2111975_

2111976_2111961,00.html
2 See http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/23/

us-tennis-open-navratilova-idUSTRE80M0JY20120123



To some, the notion of an overall ranking might seem simplistic in a sport
like tennis which features an unknown degree of transitivity (one of the primary
requirements for any total ordering) and a plethora of variables that might po-
tentially affect the outcome of any individual match – e.g. player handedness,
player height, playing surface, match location, weather conditions, and even re-
cent changes in marital status [6]. To others, the concept of a ranking system for
elite sportspersons invokes moral revulsion and a questioning of the values they
might be understood to promote [9]. Despite these issues, there is no denying
the public’s fascination with rankings, as well as the public’s strong desire that
any ranking system should be “fair” in some sense.

Naturally, not all interest in rankings can be ascribed to purely altruistic mo-
tives. Researchers and speculators have been keen to assess the predictive power
of rankings. For example, Clarke and Dyte proposed an approach based on logis-
tic regression to use ATP rating points to predict the outcome of tournaments
[4]. Corral proposed a probit model to assess the degree to which differences in
official rankings are good predictors of the outcome of Grand Slam matches [5].

Some authors have made the case that the official tennis ranking system
does not actually rank players according to their relative abilities but rather
simply measures their cumulative progress through various tournament rounds.
This is because, under both the official ATP and WTA ranking systems (both
of which will be described more fully later), points are awarded according to
the highest round reached in each tournament, irrespective of the quality of
opposition defeated or the margins of victory. By way of example, winning an
ATP Tour 500 tournament like Memphis will yield more ranking points than
making the quarter finals of a Grand Slam3. Nevertheless, there is a limit on the
total number of tournaments that can count towards the rankings for any given
player, together with the requirement to include the Grand Slams and certain
more prestigious mandatory tournaments. This means that players (especially
those in the top 20) cannot gain a high ranking by accumulating a large number
of victories in minor tournaments alone.

Clarke [3] proposed an alternative ranking system whereby players are as-
signed a numerical rating which is adjusted using exponential smoothing accord-
ing to the difference between the match result one would expect given the dif-
ference in ratings between the players participating and the actual match result.
This difference might be measured in terms of “sparks” – or Set-Point mARKS –
which are earned for winning games and points. More recently, Radicchi [8] pro-
posed a method similar to Google PageRank [2] to rank players according to the
opponents they have defeated over a period of time. The particular context was
an investigation into the greatest male tennis player of all time4.

In the present paper we compare and contrast the PageRank-style tennis
rankings proposed by Radicchi with the rankings systems used in the sport today.
We show an up-to-date (April 2012) comparison of official and PageRank-based

3 Source: http://grandslamgal.com/atp-mens-tennis-rankings-explained/
4 Surprisingly this turned out to be not Roger Federer or Rafael Nadal but Jimmy
Connors.



rankings for both the ATP and WTA tours. We also investigate the predictive
power of the official and PageRank-based ranking systems in forecasting the
outcomes of matches.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the
current ATP and WTA rankings systems. Section 3 describes the PageRank
algorithm and how it can be applied to the ranking of tennis players. Section 4
presents results while Section 5 concludes.

2 Current Ranking Systems

2.1 ATP

Table 1. ATP ranking points structure for larger tournaments (excludes Challengers
and Futures tournaments, the Olympics and Tour Finals)

W F SF QF R16 R32 R64 R128 Qual.5

Grand Slams 2000 1200 720 360 180 90 45 10 25
Masters 1000 1000 600 360 180 90 45 10(25) (10) 25
ATP Tour 500 500 300 180 90 45 20 - - 20
ATP Tour 250 250 150 90 45 20 (10) - - 12

The current ranking system used in professional men’s tennis is the South
African Airways ATP Rankings, developed by the ATP in 2009 with the intention
of providing an “objective merit-based method . . . for determining qualification
for entry and seeding in all tournaments. . . ” [1]

A player’s ATP Ranking is computed over the immediate past 52 weeks, and
is based on the total points a player accrues in the following 19 tournaments (18
if he did not qualify for the ATP World Tour Finals):

– The four so-called Grand Slam tournaments (Australian Open, French Open,
Wimbledon US Open)

– The eight mandatory ATP World Tour Masters 1000 tournaments,
– The previous Barclays ATP World Tour Finals count until the Monday fol-

lowing the final regular-season ATP event of the following year.
– The best four results from all ATP World Tour 500 tournaments played in

the calendar year
– The best two results from all ATP World Tour 250, ATP Challenger Tour,

and Futures Series tournaments count.

In those years when the Olympics are held, results from the Olympics also count
towards a player’s world ranking.

As shown in Table 1, points are awarded according to the round (beginning
with Qualifying, and ending with the Final) in which a player is eliminated – or
if they win the tournament.

5 Points awarded for qualifying subject to adjustment depending on draw size



2.2 WTA

Table 2. WTA ranking points structure for larger tournaments (excludes ITF Circuit
tournaments, the Olympics and Tour Finals)

W F SF QF R16 R32 R64 R128 Qual.5

Grand Slams 2000 1400 900 500 280 160 100 5 60
Premier Mandatory 1000 700 450 250 140 80 50(5) (5) 30
Premier 5 800 550 350 200 110 60(1) (1) - 30
Premier 470 320 200 120 60 40(1) (1) - 20
International 280 200 130 70 30 15(1) (1) - 16

Similarly to ATP rankings, a player’s WTA ranking is computed over the
immediate past 52 weeks, and is based on the total points a player accrues at a
maximum of 16 tournaments. As shown in Table 2, points are awarded according
to the round in which a player is eliminated or for winning the tournament. The
tournaments that count towards the ranking are those that yield the highest
ranking points. These must include:

– The four Grand Slam tournaments (Australian Open, French Open, Wim-
bledon US Open)

– Premier Mandatory tournaments (Indian Wells, Miami, Madrid, Beijing)
– The WTA Championships (Istanbul)

For top 20 players, their best two results at Premier 5 tournaments (Doha,
Rome, Cincinatti, Montreal, Toronto and Tokyo) also count6. As for the ATP
tour, in those years when the Olympics are held, results from the Olympics also
count towards a player’s world ranking.

3 PageRank Applied to Tennis Players

The original formulation of PageRank [2] uses a random surfer model to measure
the relative importance of web-pages. The central idea is that pages which are
linked to by a large number of other pages are regarded as being more important
than those with fewer incoming links; a surfer clicking through links on web-pages
at random is therefore more likely to land on the more important web-pages.

For a web-graph with N pages, PageRank constructs an N × N matrix R
that encodes a surfer’s behaviour in terms of the matrices W , D and E.

The first behaviour modelled is where a surfer randomly clicks on links on a
given page to move to another page. The corresponding matrix W has elements
wij given by:

6 Source: http://www.wtatennis.com/SEWTATour-Archive/Ranking_Stats/

howitworks.pdf



wij =

{ 1
deg(i) if there is a link from page i to page j

0 otherwise

where deg(i) denotes the total number of links out of page i.
The second behaviour is that when a surfer encounters a page that has no

outgoing links, they randomly jump to any other page in the web-graph. This is
described by the matrix D = duT , where d and u are column vectors:

di =

{

1 if deg(i) = 0
0 otherwise

ui = 1/N ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

We note that other probability distributions for u are possible; here we consider
only a uniformly distributed choice. The two behaviours are then combined into
a single-step transition matrix W ′ = W +D.

The third and final behaviour to be modelled is that of a surfer deciding to
ignore the links on the current page and to surf instead to some other random
page. This is captured in a dense matrix E with elements eij = uj ∀i, j.

The surfer’s overall behaviour is determined by the whether or not they
choose to follow the link structure of the web-graph or to jump about at random.
The balance between the two is controlled by the parameter α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). The
overall one-step PageRank DTMC transition matrix R is therefore defined as:

R = (1− α)W ′ + αE (1)

which is a dense matrix due to the presence of E. The PageRank of the web-
graph is calculated by solving the DTMC steady-state problem:

x = xR (2)

To avoid calculations with a dense matrix we rewrite Eq. 2 using Eq. 1, the
definition of the matrix E and the fact that

∑

i xi = 1 ∀i, so that the calculation
only involves sparse matrices [7]:

x = (1− α)xW ′ + αu

This can easily be manipulated into the form Ax = b:

(I − (1− α)W ′)TxT = αuT

and then solved for x using a method such as Conjugate Gradient Squared.
The idea of applying a PageRank-like algorithm to tennis players was first

proposed by Radicchi [8]. Radicchi’s formulation of the problem is equivalent to
the matrix-based description of PageRank given above. When using PageRank
to model tennis, the pages in the web-graph become the records of the players in



their head-to-head encounters, and instead of N pages we have N players. The
major difference from standard PageRank is that PageRank disregards multiple
outgoing links from a single source page to a given target page, while we count
the number of times a single player loses to each of their opponents.

Each player (node) in the network is assigned a “prestige score” which is
passed on to other players through weighted edges. The prestige scores, Pi in a
network of N nodes, can be found by solving the system of equations:

Pi = (1− α)
∑

j

Pj

wji

soutj

+
α

N
+

(1− α)

N

∑

j

Pjδ(s
out
j ) (3)

for i = 1, ..., N with the constraint
∑

i(Pi) = 1. In this equation, wji is the
outgoing weight from player j to player i and by that we mean the number of
defeats player j has suffered against player i, soutj is the total out-strength of
player j (i.e. soutj =

∑

iwji), α is a damping parameter where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and N
is the total number of players in the network. The δ function takes a value of 1
for an input of 0 and a value of 0 otherwise.

Radicchi’s model defines the (i,j)th entry of W , denoted wij , as the number
of matches player i has lost to player j normalised over the total number of
matches player i has lost. Just as web-pages linked to by a large number of other
pages will achieve a high PageRank score, so too will players who defeat a large
number of other players.

The definitions of D, E and α are unchanged but we interpret them differ-
ently. We need D in the cases where a player has no defeats recorded against
them – in reality this is unlikely to occur, but it may be the case in our data-sets
given that we only have access to results from a limited time period. In this
case, we assume the player is equally likely to lose to all other players given the
absence of any information to the contrary.

Just as a surfer may disregard the links on a current page and surf to a
random page, we believe that it is possible for any player to lose to any other
(due to a variety of unpredictable external factors) and this is how we interpret
E. The scalar parameter α lets us decide how likely we think it is that this will
happen. In the experiments that follow we set α to 0.00001.

4 Results

4.1 The January 2012 WTA rankings

We return briefly to the January 2012 debate over the WTA rankings mentioned
in the introduction. Table 4.1 presents a comparison of the official WTA rankings
and PageRank-basedWTA rankings as at 12 January 2012. While both rankings
feature the same set of players in the top 10 (all of whom of are undoubtedly
among the sport’s elite female players), the PageRank-based rankings do appear
to support the contention that Petra Kvitova may have been a more appropriate
number 1 in early 2012.



Table 3. Official and PageRank-based WTA Rankings on 12 January 2012

Official WTA Rankings PageRank-based WTA Rankings

1 Caroline Wozniacki (DEN) Petra Kvitova (CZE)
2 Petra Kvitova (CZE) Vera Zvonareva (RUS)
3 Victoria Azarenka (BLR) Caroline Wozniacki (DEN)
4 Maria Sharapova (RUS) Victoria Azarenka (BLR)
5 Samantha Stosur (AUS) Samantha Stosur (AUS)
6 Na Li (CHN) Marion Bartoli (FRA)
7 Vera Zvonareva (RUS) Na Li (CHN)
8 Agnieszka Radwanska (POL) Agnieszka Radwanska (POL)
9 Marion Bartoli (FRA) Maria Sharapova (RUS)
10 Andrea Petkovic (GER) Andrea Petkovic (GER)

4.2 Official and PageRank-based Rankings of Contemporary

Players

Fig. 1 compares the ranks generated by the PageRank approach described in
Section 3 with the current ATP ranks for the top 120 male players. Players
located on the dashed line have the same PageRank as ATP rank; those players
above the line have a higher PageRank than ATP rank while the opposite holds
for those below it. We observe that the top 8 players have the same ranks under
both systems, but that there is an increasing disparity between the two ranking
systems for lower ranked players.

Fig. 2 compares the ranks predicted by the PageRank approach described in
Section 3 with the current WTA ranks for the top 120 female players. Again,
we observe that agreement between the two ranking systems is best for higher
ranked players, although even within the higher ranked players there are some
surprising differences. This might be because of the gentler (relative to the ATP
rankings) gradient between the score achieved by a tournament winner compared
to players reaching later tournament rounds.

The seeding system used in tournaments may explain why there is less agree-
ment between the PageRank and official ranks for the weaker players. Lower
ranked players are more likely to be matched with higher ranked players in the
initial rounds, and this makes it harder for the weaker players to proceed. This
has two possible effects on rankings. First, weaker players have less opportunity
to proceed to the later rounds of tournaments where the ranking points received
per victory are significantly higher. In contrast, under PageRank players are
compensated with an appropriate amount of PageRank when they defeat an op-
ponent of a given level of ability irrespective of the round. Second, lower ranked
players tend to play fewer tournament games than high ranked ones and this
limits the amount of data on which to base rankings under any system.
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ATP Official Ranking

Novak Djokovic
Rafael Nadal

Roger Federer
Andy Murray

David Ferrer
Jo-Wilfried Tsonga
Tomas Berdych

Janko Tipsarevic

Mardy Fish
Juan Martin Del Potro

John Isner

Nicolas Almagro

Gilles Simon

Gael Monfils

Feliciano Lopez

Juan Monaco

Kei Nishikori

Richard Gasquet

Fernando Verdasco

Florian Mayer
Jurgen Melzer

Alexandr Dolgopolov

Marin Cilic

Radek Stepanek

Milos Raonic

Marcel Granollers

Viktor Troicki

Stanislas Wawrinka

Andy Roddick

Robin Soderling

Julien Benneteau

Juan Ignacio Chela

Kevin Anderson

Philipp Kohlschreiber

Mikhail Youzhny
Bernard Tomic

Carlos Berlocq

Nikolay Davydenko

Pablo Andujar

Marcos Baghdatis

Alex Bogomolov Jr.

Ivan Ljubicic
Denis Istomin

Andreas Seppi

Thomaz Bellucci

Donald Young
Jarkko Nieminen

Michael Llodra

Juan Carlos Ferrero

David Nalbandian

Lukasz Kubot

Ivo Karlovic

Robin Haase

Albert Ramos

Santiago Giraldo

Alejandro Falla

Fabio Fognini

Yen-Hsun Lu

Olivier Rochus

Ivan Dodig

Gilles Muller

Dudi Sela

Albert Montanes

Jeremy Chardy

Filippo Volandri

Ryan Harrison

Lukas Lacko

Steve Darcis

Potito Starace

Xavier Malisse

Mikhail Kukushkin

Sergiy Stakhovsky

Leonardo Mayer

James Blake

Matthew Ebden

Dmitry Tursunov

Guillermo Garcia-Lopez
Philipp Petzschner

Go Soeda

Ernests Gulbis

Edouard Roger-Vasselin

Lukas Rosol

Pere Riba

Frederico Gil

Tobias Kamke

Grigor Dimitrov

Flavio Cipolla

Ryan Sweeting

Igor Kunitsyn

Nicolas Mahut

Victor Hanescu

Cedrik-Marcel Stebe

Vasek Pospisil

Igor Andreev

Joao Souza

Benoit Paire

Daniel Gimeno-Traver

Sam Querrey

Simone Bolelli

Blaz Kavcic

Michael Berrer

Bobby Reynolds

Frank Dancevic

Fig. 1. PageRank-based Ranking vs. Official Ranking for ATP players (April 2012)
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WTA Official Ranking

Victoria Azarenka

Maria Sharapova

Petra Kvitova
Agnieszka Radwanska

Samantha Stosur

Caroline Wozniacki
Marion Bartoli

Na Li

Vera Zvonareva

Andrea Petkovic
Serena Williams

Francesca Schiavone

Sabine Lisicki

Angelique Kerber

Jelena Jankovic

Ana Ivanovic

Julia Goerges
Dominika Cibulkova

Daniela Hantuchova

Roberta Vinci

Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova

Maria Kirilenko

Shuai Peng

Svetlana Kuznetsova

Lucie Safarova

Flavia Pennetta

Anabel Medina Garrigues

Monica Niculescu

Petra Cetkovska

Sara Errani

Jie Zheng

Christina McHale

Yanina Wickmayer

Kaia Kanepi

Nadezda Petrova
Mona Barthel

Kim Clijsters

Polona Hercog

Ksenia Pervak

Klara Zakopalova

Ekaterina Makarova

Chanelle Scheepers
Maria Jose Martinez Sanchez

Irina Begu
Jarmila Gajdosova

Tsvetana Pironkova

Iveta Benesova

Sorana Cirstea

Marina Erakovic

Simona Halep

Galina Voskoboeva

Tamira Paszek

Elena Vesnina

Vania King

Shahar Peer

Sofia Arvidsson

Petra Martic

Alexandra Dulgheru

Barbora Zahlavova Strycova

Pauline Parmentier

Elena Baltacha

Romina Oprandi

Alberta Brianti

Johanna Larsson

Aleksandra Wozniak

Carla Suarez Navarro

Eleni Daniilidou

Lucie Hradecka

Timea Babos

Greta Arn

Michaella Krajicek

Silvia Soler Espinosa

Ayumi Morita

Anne Keothavong
Kateryna Bondarenko

Varvara Lepchenko

Anna Tatishvili

Kimiko Date Krumm

Anastasiya Yakimova

Alexandra Cadantu

Vera Dushevina

Olga Govortsova

Jamie Hampton

Bethanie Mattek-Sands

Virginie Razzano

Sloane Stephens

Mandy Minella

Magdalena Rybarikova

Stephanie Foretz Gacon

Edina Gallovits-Hall
Irina Falconi

Patricia Mayr-Achleitner

Nina Bratchikova

Urszula Radwanska

Anastasia Rodionova

Lourdes Dominguez Lino

Casey Dellacqua

Lesia Tsurenko

Arantxa Rus

Bojana Jovanovski
Mathilde Johansson

Laura Pous-Tio

Kristina Barrois

Alla Kudryavtseva

Akgul Amanmuradova
Paula Ormaechea

Mirjana Lucic

Jelena Dokic

Fig. 2. PageRank-based Ranking vs. Official Ranking for WTA players (April 2012)



4.3 Predictive Power

We are interested in comparing the predictive power of ranking systems. The
simplest approach to forecasting the winner of a tennis match is to select the
player with the lowest rank. We now investigate how good the official system
and the PageRank approach are when used in this way.

Table 4. Predictive power of official and PageRank tennis rankings over 390 days of
recent matches.

Tour # Matches Official PageRank
Right Wrong % Right Wrong %

ATP 12 022 7 987 4 035 66.4% 8 055 3 967 67.0%
WTA 12 775 8 406 4 369 65.8% 8 470 4 305 66.3%

Table 4 compares the success of using the two approaches over 390 days worth
of historical matches played in 2011/2012. We observe that approximately 66%
of the time selecting the lower ranked player is correct, and that this percentage
is about the same regardless of how the player’s rank is computed.

Table 5. Predictive power of official and PageRank tennis rankings in those cases
where the different systems predict different outcomes.

Tour # Matches Official PageRank
Right Wrong % Right Wrong %

ATP 1 738 835 903 48.0% 903 835 52.0%
WTA 1876 906 970 48.3% 970 906 51.7%

There are times, however, where the prediction based on official rank differs
from that produced by PageRank. In this situation, as shown by the results
in Table 5, there is an advantage to using the PageRank results over the of-
ficial rankings because they predict the correct outcome correctly more often
(approximately 52% of the time as opposed to 48% with the official ranks).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have taken Radicchi’s PageRank-inspired tennis ranking system and applied
it to calculate rankings for players currently playing on the ATP and WTA tours.
We observed that the two systems tend to rank the top players consistently but
that there is considerable disagreement for lower-ranked players. We believe this
can be attributed to the seeding system used in tournaments. We have also
investigated the use of the two ranking approaches to predict the outcome of



tennis matches and have observed that, when the predictions so generated differ,
the PageRank approach appears to be (on average) a slightly better predictor.

In future we could conduct a wider experiment similar to [5], which inves-
tigated whether differences in rankings were good predictors of the outcome of
Grand Slam tennis matches, but using PageRank-based ranking rather than of-
ficial rankings. This will build on the prediction work reported in this paper.
It may be interesting to experiment with PageRank-based systems that take
into account the margin of victory of matches and to see if this approach yields
greater predictive power. We could also investigate the predictive power of a
more fine-grained PageRank-based approach that is constructed from set-level
results, rather than the match-level results presented in this paper.

We would like to investigate the parameter α in more detail, both to assess
the sensitivity of our results to particular values and to estimate accurate values
from available statistics. We will also evaluate to what extent the length of the
match (3 sets or 5 sets) has on the chances of an upset, and whether this could
account for the fact that our PageRank-derived rankings more closely match the
official rankings for male players than for female players.
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